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Strengthening the business support ecosystem to better support the
growth of women's economic empowerment initiatives and activities;
Increasing the competitiveness of women-owned businesses;
Creating new market linkages and business opportunities for women-
owned businesses in the sector.

SheTrades Accelerator: Programme for women entrepreneurs and business
support organizations in the Apparel, Accessories and Home Décor sectors is
targeting women-owned businesses (WOBs) and BSO's in the Apparel,
Accessories, and Home Decor sector from Iraq, Jordan, Kenya, Lebanon,
Senegal, and South Africa. It aims to support income generation and job
creation for WOBs and their community by:

SheTrades Accelerator: Programme for women entrepreneurs and business
support organizations in the Apparel, Accessories and Home Decor sectors
forms part of the Global Project Cultural and Creative Industries
commissioned by the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and
Development (BMZ) that aims to strengthen the framework conditions and the
ecosystem of the creative industry, as well as improve the employment and
income opportunities for those working in the cultural and creative industries
in the partner countries by promoting entrepreneurial, digital, creative and
technical skills through training programmes. 

About the Programme 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER
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https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/dde23b2659dc4cbba3945e4784a70477


Programme Overview 2

The SheTrades Accelerator programme consists of different series, led by our international experts. Every series
includes a number of webinars, workshops and hybrid events.

Fully Understanding your Customer ICustomer Focus01 Mar Tara Mulhare

March 22

Africa Regional Virtual Meet UpAfrica Focus03 Mar Sunny Dolat

Fully Understanding your Customer II with
guest speaker Ria Ana Sejpal — Lilabare

Customer Focus08 Mar Tara Mulhare

Turning Consumer Behaviors into Business
Opportunities

Customer Focus22 Mar Tara Mulhare

Fireside Chat with Gladys Macharia,
Creative Director, Siafu Home

Fireside Chats with
Leading Women

24 Mar Guest Speaker

Senegal in-person WorkshopAfrica Focus25 Mar Tara Mulhare

Industry Review: How are Brands and
Retailers Engaging with Customers?

Customer Focus29 Mar Tara Mulhare

Lebanon in-person WorkshopMiddle East
Focus

01 Apr Tara Mulhare

April 22

Creative ThinkingBuilding Connection
through Photography

05 Apr Aidan O'Neill

Senegal Production WebinarAfrica Focus06 Apr Sunny Dolat

Africa Focus07 Apr Sunny Dolat

Kenya Production WebinarAfrica Focus08 Apr Sunny Dolat

Community: Online Communication &
People-led Strategy

Driving Digital 26 Apr Agatha Appleton -
Sas

South Africa Production Webinar

Jordan in-person WorkshopMiddle East
Focus

06 Apr Tara Mulhare

Retail Webinar — Kenya, Senegal and
South Africa

Africa Focus12 Apr Sunny Dolat

Introduction to the Jewellery Industry and
Current Market Trends

Industry Focus:
Jewellery

27 Apr Britta Duncan

Date(s) Session Name  Series Type  Mentor



Programme Overview — Continued 3

The SheTrades Accelerator programme consists of different series, led by our international experts. Every series
includes a number of webinars, workshops and hybrid events.

Date(s) Session Name  Series Type  Mentor

From Mood board to Final PhotoBuilding Connection
through Photography

03 May Aidan O'Neill

May 22

Newsletter: A Direct Connection to
Building Brand Loyalty

Driving Digital10 May Agatha Appleton -
Sas

Building a Rounded Campaign for your BrandBuilding Connection
through Photography

17 May Aidan O'Neill

Creative Direction and Content CreationDriving Digital24 May Agatha Appleton -
Sas

Kenya in-person WorkshopAfrica Focus26 May Sunny Dolat

Creative StorytellingBuilding Connection
through Photography

31 May Aidan O'Neill

Digital Future: The Consumer of TomorrowDriving Digital07 Jun Agatha Appleton -
Sas

June 22

Pricing by Market SegmentIndustry Focus:
Wholesale (B2B)

14 Jun Tara Mulhare

Wholesale Marketing21 Jun Tara Mulhare

Collection Planning and Pricing StrategiesIndustry Focus:
Jewellery

11 May Britta Duncan

Market PreparationIndustry Focus:
Jewellery

25 May Britta Duncan

Sales StrategiesIndustry Focus:
Jewellery

01 Jun Britta Duncan

Industry Focus:
Wholesale (B2B)

South Africa in-person WorkshopAfrica Focus02 Jun Tara Mulhare



Programme Overview — continued 4

The SheTrades Accelerator programme consists of different series, led by our international experts. Every series
includes a number of webinars, workshops and hybrid events.

Date(s) Session Name  Series Type  Mentor

July 22

How to Conduct Digital Buyer Outreach
with Guest Speaker Lulu Kitololo —
Lulu Kitololo

12 Jul Tara MulhareIndustry Focus:
Wholesale (B2B)

Middle East Regional Online Workshop19 Jul All TrainersMiddle East Focus

South Africa and Kenya Regional Online
Workshop

20 Jul All TrainersAfrica Focus

Senegal Workshop (in French)21 Jul All TrainersAfrica Focus



Series and Webinar Information
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Africa Focus
 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

The Africa Focus Series explores a range of topics focusing on challenges faced and opportunities
available to entrepreneurs on the continent. The series is packed with targeted topics unique to the
region. It allows women entrepreneurs to learn from tangible examples and implement realistic
changes to pivot their brands. 

Africa Regional Virtual Meet Up

This session will be a casual and intimate virtual get-together for brands
and BSOs within the region. The session will foster an environment of
learning from each others experiences and a place to share issues
common to the region.

6

03 March 2022, 15:00 CET

07 April 2022, 11:00 CET

Production Webinar — Senegal 
This webinar will look at the process of producing a finished product
and how different aspects of the supply chain work in tandem. The
webinar will also explore best practices in the production process.
The webinar will focus on the Senegalese experience.

06 April 2022, 15:00 CET

Production Webinar — South Africa 
This webinar will look at the process of producing a finished product
and how different aspects of the supply chain work in tandem. The
webinar will also explore best practices in the production process.
The webinar will focus on the South African experience.

08 April 2022, 12:00 CET

Production Webinar — Kenya 
This webinar will look at the process of producing a finished product
and how different aspects of the supply chain work in tandem. The
webinar will also explore best practices in the production process.
The webinar will focus on the Kenyan experience. 

Senegal In Person Workshop

The two day in-person workshop will consist of activities, informational
sessions and guest speakers. The session will provide targeted insight
for Senegalese entrepreneurs as well as a chance for brands to network
with each other. 

25 - 26 Mar 2022, 09:30 - 15:30 CET

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/dde23b2659dc4cbba3945e4784a70477


Africa Focus — continued
 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

The Africa Focus Series explores a range of topics focusing on the challenges and opportunities
available to entrepreneurs on the continent. The series is packed with targeted topics unique to the
region and allows women owned businesses to learn from tangible examples and implement realistic
changes to pivot their brands. 

Kenya In Person Workshop

The two day in person workshop will consist of activities, informational
sessions and guest speakers. The session will provide targeted insight
for Kenyan entrepreneurs as well as a chance for brands to network with
each other. 
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26 - 27 May 2022, 07:30 - 13:30 CET

South Africa In Person Workshop

The two day in person workshop will consist of activities, informational
sessions and guest speakers. The session will provide targeted insight
for South African entrepreneurs as well as a chance for brands to
network with each other. 

02 - 03 Jun 2022, 09:30 - 15:30 CET

12 April 2022, 15:00 CET

Retail Webinar — Kenya, Senegal and South Africa
Discover new markets and retail opportunities across Africa, which
stores are right for you? How do you approach them? And what is the
best strategy as you enter a new market? This webinar will take you
through these topics and more. 

South Africa and Kenya Regional Online Workshop

This online workshop will conclude the series of webinars to provide
insight into the lessons learned, implementing next steps and act as a
platform for women entrepreneurs to ask questions and share their
experience of the programme. 

19 July 2022, 08:30 - 14:30 CET

Senegal Regional Online Workshop

This online workshop will conclude the series of webinars to provide
insight into the lessons learned, implementing next steps and act as a
platform for women entrepreneurs to ask questions and share their
experience of the programme. 

19 July 2022, 09:30 - 15:30 CET

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/dde23b2659dc4cbba3945e4784a70477


Building Connection Through Photography
 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

In this digital age, photography plays a key role in telling your brand's story. In this series we will
teach you how to build authentic connections with your audience through photography.

03 May 2022, 14:00 CET

Creative Thinking

In this digital world where we are bombarded with content, one can find it
difficult to find inspiration. In this session we will look at ways of finding
inspiration. How to catalogue our findings and turn it into something tangible,
while avoiding the traps of following trends that don't sit with your brand ethos.

05 April 2022, 14:00 CET

From Mood board to Final Photo
In this session we will follow the process of translating a concept into a
final image. We will explore how we can create engaging images, with
mood boards as our bedrock; how they influence and solidify ideas,
inspire your team and ultimately lead to stronger imagery.

31 May 2022, 14:00 CET

Creative Storytelling
In this session Aidan discusses the creative storytelling process with
Samual John Weeks (Creative Director and Editor). Having worked together
on several projects over the past 10 years, they will touch on many aspects
of the process of storytelling, from bigger creative decisions you work
through as a team as well as the smaller issues like work flows, funding
projects and who pays for lunch.

17 May 2022, 14:00 CET

Building a Rounded Campaign for your Brand
Here we will look at creating a coherent and well rounded campaign
that can be easily implemented across all your social media
platforms, website and newsletters. By exploring successful
examples we will deconstruct what makes a successful campaign.
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https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/dde23b2659dc4cbba3945e4784a70477


Customer Focus Series
 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

Knowing your customer is key for any business endeavor. Successful business owners understand
what their customers want and the most effective way of making their product or service available.
In this series we will take you through the A-Z of knowing your customer.

08 March 2022, 14:00 CET

Fully Understanding Your Customer I
Knowing your customer is key for any business endeavor. Successful
business owners understand what their customers want and the most
effective way of making their product or service available. In this session
we will teach you the basics on understanding your customer base.

01 March 2022, 14:00 CET

Fully Understanding Your Customer II with Guest Speaker
Ria Ana Sejpal — Lilabare
In this session, we demonstrate how to further learn about your
customer and conduct an interview session Ria Ana Sejpal, Creative
Director of Lilabare.

29 March 2022, 14:00 CET

Industry Review: How are brands and retailers
engaging with customers
In this session, we look at customer service tools that brands use to
have a seamless customer experience and hear success stories from
SMEs on how to engage with brands.

22 March 2022, 14:00 CET

Turning Consumer Behaviors into Business Opportunities

As we are coming out of the pandemic in some places and not others,
many factors are highly impacted your customer base: inflation,
stress, .... This session will provide solutions to combating the issues
you and your customers are facing.
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https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/dde23b2659dc4cbba3945e4784a70477


Driving Digital
 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

Where your digital brand is your biggest asset and the world is your audience, we teach you how to
utilise easy to implement lessons on pivoting your brand to stand out on the internet. Through this
series we'll teach you to drive your brand digital and have a leg up in all things online.

Community: Online Communication & People-led Strategy

The importance of building a community as the foundation for all digital
activities and creating real relationships online based on trust. Online
communication can lead to a supportive customer base and bring more
sales via conversion from digital channels.
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26 April 2022, 14:00 CET

Newsletter: A Direct Connection to Building Brand Loyalty

With a lot of digital noise and choice of social platforms, newsletter is a vital
marketing tool as part of your communication, sales and campaign strategy.
On-brand message allows for the visibility and familiarity of the brand story
and brand identity to arrive directly in customers' personal inbox.

10 May 2022, 14:00 CET

Creative Direction and Content Creation

Insights for how to stay creative and continue producing content needed
to keep up with the market development and ensure brand
competitiveness. How to overcome a block or avoid overwhelm and
where to find inspiration to kickstart your storytelling process.

24 May 2022, 14:00 CET

Digital Future: The Consumer of Tomorrow

A look at the transformational impact of digital technologies - VR (virtual
reality), AI (artificial intelligence), NFT (non-fungible token),
cryptocurrency, metaverse and more. Digital technologies are creating
new experiences, changing our culture and our communities.

07 June 2022, 14:00 CET

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/dde23b2659dc4cbba3945e4784a70477


Fireside Chats with Leading Women
 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

This series allows you to have intimate sessions with innovative and impactful women across the
globe who are pioneers in the industry, paving the way for upcoming women entrepreneurs by
sharing their stories, providing insight and support on how to succeed.

Fireside Chat with Gladys Macharia, Creative Director, 
Siafu Home
An opportunity to hear and interact with leading women owned
businesses that have been in your shoes. This session features Gladys
Macharia, Creative Director of Siafu Home
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24 March 2022, 14:00 CET

More sessions TBA

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/dde23b2659dc4cbba3945e4784a70477


Industry Focus — Jewellery
 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

This series focuses on the workings of the Jewellery industry and provides insight on how to succeed
internationally as a jewellery brand. The series covers everything from building a brand to buyer
outreach specific to the jewellery industry. 

Introduction to the Jewellery Industry and Current Market 
Trends
An introduction into the current state of the jewellery industry, covering
current market trends and new customer behaviors
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27 April 2022, 13:30 CET

Collection Planning and Pricing Strategies

This session focuses on assortment planning and pricing strategies to
ensure sales growth in the current retail climate.

11 May 2022, 13:30 CET

Market Preparation
This session will focus on all the key steps needed to ensure brand
preparedness for market, including identifying and targeting your customer,
brand positioning and messaging, finding your USP (Unique Selling
Proposition), and establishing collateral (lookbooks and linesheets) for market
at industry standards.

25 May 2022, 13:30 CET

Sales Strategies
Focusing on sales strategies in the current digital climate, covering both
wholesale and retail markets. Topics will include an overview on where and
how to communicate with buyers, tips for building a strong ecommerce
business, and the importance of social selling for jewellery brands.

01 June 2022, 13:30 CET

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/dde23b2659dc4cbba3945e4784a70477


Industry Focus — Wholesale (B2B)
 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

This series focuses on how to secure business-to-business (wholesale) deals with market partners, it
takes you through different strategies, the type of market partner ideal for your business model and
how to effectively make a connection through digital tools.  

Pricing by Market Segments
How to properly price your brand for the wholesale and retail market.
Review of margins required by market segment and how to devise a
proper pricing strategy by merchandise category.
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14 June 2022, 14:00 CET

Wholesale Marketing

During this session we review all the items needed for a successful
wholesale market. In addition, we will present free digital tools to create
international standard look books, line sheets, and product catalogs.

21 June 2022, 14:00 CET

How to conduct digital buyer outreach, with Guest Speaker
Lulu Kitololo
Key tips for successful buyer outreach. Interview with Lulu Kitololo, Creative
Director and founder of Lulu Kitololo.

12 July 2022, 14:00 CET

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/dde23b2659dc4cbba3945e4784a70477


Middle East Focus
 

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

The Middle East Focus Series explores a range of topics focusing on the challenges and
opportunities available to entrepreneurs in the region. The series is packed with targeted topics
unique to the region and allows women owned businesses to learn from tangible examples and
implement realistic changes to pivot their brands. 

Lebanon In Person Workshop

The two day in person workshop will consist of activities, informational
sessions and guest speakers. The session will provide targeted insight
for Lebanese entrepreneurs as well as a chance for brands to network
with each other. 
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01 - 02 April 2022, 08:30 - 14:30 CET

Jordan In Person Workshop

The two day in person workshop will consist of activities, informational
sessions and guest speakers. The session will provide targeted insight
for Jordanian entrepreneurs as well as a chance for brands to network
with each other. 

06 - 07 April 2022, 08:30 - 14:30 CET

Middle East Regional Online Workshop

This online workshop will conclude the series of webinars to provide
insight into the lessons learned, implementing next steps and act as a
platform for women entrepreneurs to ask questions and share their
experience of the programme. 

19 July 2022, 08:30 - 14:30 CET

More sessions TBA

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/dde23b2659dc4cbba3945e4784a70477


Meet the team 
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Agatha Appleton-Sas  
Agatha A. Appleton-Sas is a co-founder of Ran Studio, a creative content

and consultancy studio. Ran Studio teaches small business owners and

entrepreneurs digital marketing and communication for online platforms.

They aim to inspire businesses to take control of their creative direction.

With her co-founder Robert, she has a combined 13 years experience

working within the film industry where they delivered creative content for

productions that range from independent films to large-scale studio films

for Universal Studios, BBC Films, Working Title, Film4. After working closely

with the marketing and publicity teams they now share all they have

learned. In 2020, they helped nearly 100 businesses (including businesses

from Bangladesh, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, and Senegal) with their digital

pivot.

Aidan O'Neill  
Aidan O'Neill's work has been published worldwide in publications such as

Elle UK, Vogue.com, Porter Magazine, The Huffington Post, Ballad Of, and

Argon Magazine. Clients have included Simeon Farrar, Hellen Lawrence,

Fashion East, Britain, and Irelands Next Top Model.  Aidan has also worked

with international NGOs, including Mothers 2 Mothers, Trócaire, Wild at

Heart Foundation, Kakenyas Dream, and Women for Women International

highlighting the impact of their projects.    @aidaoneill101

Britta Duncan 
Britta has over 20 years of experience in the retail and wholesale textile and

apparel industry.  Starting out in the buying offices at Bergdorf Goodman

and Barneys New York, she built a strong foundation in the retail market.

Transitioning to wholesale, she spent 10 years at a top fine jewelry

showroom and became known for her strong relationships and passion for

growing up-and-coming fine jewelry brands.  Britta currently works as a

business development consultant with select jewelry designers.  With

experience building and merchandising brands, managing and growing

sales goals, creating marketing opportunities, and working on website

design and development, her in-depth knowledge of the industry allows

her to successfully reach her goals and those of her clients.  Britta is

currently mentoring 22 brands from emerging markets and working with

them on all the key market preparations necessary for B2B growth and to

measure success within the industry  @brittaduncan_



Meet the team 
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Tara Mulhare 
Tara Mulhare has become a leader in the market known for successfully

developing and launching emerging companies. Tara has 20 years of experience

in the fashion industry in various capacities such as: buyer, marketing, sales, e-

commerce and retail start-ups, manufacturing and distribution. 

Tara has worked with all avenues of the fashion landscape for global companies

such as Bergdorf Goodman (USA), Barneys New York (USA), and Avista (South

Korea).  In addition, through her on-going work with different United Nations

agencies,  Tara has reached over 1,500 emerging and established companies

from over 90 countries, assisting them with successfully scaling their businesses

and reaching the international market. @taramulhare 

Sunny Dolat  
Sunny Dolat is a fashion curator, cultural producer and creative director

who has worked extensively in the textile and apparel value chains across

the East Africa region . He is the creative strategy manager at HEVA and

has led scoping studies in the Textile and Apparel value chains in Kenya,

Ethiopia and Rwanda. Sunny also worked as the Kenya head of Textile &

Apparel, of the SheTrades in the Commonwealth program under the

International Trade Centre where he worked with over 80 businesses

across fashion, decorative home, jewellery and leather goods. @sunnydolat

Yvonne Watson 
Currently an Associate Professor of Fashion, Yvonne has taught at Parsons for

ten years. Most recently, she served as the Associate Dean in the School of

Fashion, where she was instrumental in the development and

implementation of the BFA Fashion Design curriculum and articulation of

pathways. Her research looks at how creative practices

regionally/internationally can impact solutions to global artisan and craft

dialogues and strives to develop a holistic, collaborative, and empowering

educational platform for designers, students, and makers to partner with

artisans in the creation of an alternative fashion supply chain. 

In her role, Yvonne’s responsibilities include developing the curriculum,

promoting a culture of assessment, and supporting faculty investment and

growth around pedagogy. She works in close collaboration with the

academic leadership of Parsons’ five schools, faculty developers, and the

Provost’s Office to facilitate an approach to curriculum and learning that is

built on program context and content, and that equips students with the

necessary skills for a fast-changing, global design environment.



About the SheTrades Accelerator Phase I
5

The first phase of the programme took place from October 21 - February 22.
The sessions focused on the digital pivot of women owned businesses and
provided a conclusive programme on building a digital brand from scratch. 

We encourage you to access the recordings here and benefit from the
sessions to compliment your training from Phase II of the programme.

If you are unable to access the recordings, please contact us at
shetradesaccelerator@intracen.org and we will facilitate your access.

https://shetradesglobaldubai.converve.io/SheTradesAcceleratorProgramme.html


For more information, please visit:
shetradesglobaldubai.convere.io/SheTrades_Accelerator.html

or email us at shetradesaccelerator@intracen.org

https://shetradesglobaldubai.converve.io/SheTrades_Accelerator.html
mailto:shetradesaccelerator@intracen.org

